Summary. Gauss elimination applied to an n • n matrix ,4 in floating point arithmetic produces (if successful) a factorization /-U which differs from A by no more than ~ ILl ] U I, for some ~ of order n times the unit roundoff. If A is totally positive, then both computed factors /~ and U are nonnegative for sufficiently small unit roundoff and one obtains pleasantly small bounds for the perturbation in A which would account for the rounding errors committed in solving A x = b for x by Gauss elimination without pivoting. It follows that the banded linear system for the B-spline coefficients of an interpolating spline function can be solved safely by Gauss elimination without pivoting.
Introduction
It is possible to state the result of Wilkinson's backward error analysis of Gauss elimination without pivoting as follows: The triangular factors L and 0 for the given n • n matrix A, as computed in some t r-digit floating point arithmetic, satisfy
LU=A+E
with [El<vII-. [ tU[. 
These bounds are meant to be pointwise, i.e.,
B<=C iffforalli, i, bq<=ci# and ]B] stands for the matrix of absolute values of the entries of B,
]BI :=(Ib,;I).
To be precise, we use the model of t r-digit floating point arithmetic described in Forsythe and Moler [5] or in Stoer [8] : We assume that, with a~ any of the a given map on the reals (e.g., rounding or chopping). We will ignore the possibility of overflow or underflow and will think of the unit roundo/[
as a number of the order of fl-*. These assumptions allow the conclusion that, for all x, yC1Rt, r there exist 6, ~ E [1 --u, 1 + u] such that x &y=(xcoy) d=(xcoy)/~ l, and, from this fact, one easily derives estimates like (t) and (2); see, e.g., Sections 4.5 and 4.6 of Stoer [8] . Such arguments do show that we can choose y=k u/ (t --k u) in case the matrix A is (2k--1)--banded.
We note the fact (provable by induction on n) that if A is invertible and has a triangular factorization LU, then we can indeed compute L and 0 by Gauss elimination without pivoting for sufficiently small unit roundoff u, and
The formulation (t)-(3) leads to pleasantly small bounds on the perturbation matrices E and E in case A is totally positive since then both L and U are nonnegative (for sufficiently small unit roundoff), and therefore ILl 10l =L 0 = A +E.
It follows that the banded linear system for the B-spline coefficients of an interpolating spline function can be solved safely by Gauss elimination without pivoting.
On Estimating I Lll [7]
In the customary backward error analysis, the size of the two factors 1/21 and t UJ is considered separately. Partial or total pivoting is used to insure that the entries of I LI are all in [O, t ] , so that IlL I[~ <_n. Then one is left to worry about just bow big the entries of I01 might be. Forsythe and Moler [5] with IlAAllo~<),(n'+3n)ellAlloo. ( 
7)
To be precise, a combination of (t) and (6) yields only liEIL -<-~ n,Q IlA L, while Forsythe and Moler [5] in fact prove
This is connected with the fact that (5) may be a poor bound since their ~ necessarily measures the relative size of all entries encountered during the various steps of Gauss elimination, not just the final entries. But their estimate of the error in backsolving is based on (6) and so makes that error the major contribution to the bound (7).
It is the underlying thesis of this note that it might be more profitable at times to consider the product A:=ILII01 directly. (We are indebted to a referee for the observation that Erisman and Reid [4] also take this point of view.)
Consider, for example, the case when A is symmetric and positive definite. The squareroot free form of the Cholesky decomposition for A then produces a computed factorization for A which satisfies The customary analysis merely shows that the growth factor 9 in (7) can be chosen to be I in this case. The customary analysis and our analysis here are both based on the assumption that the rounding errors are small enough so that the pivotal elements (which would be positive in infinite precision arithmetic) remain positive. Wilkinson's much more detailed analysis [9] shows this to be the case provided On combining this inequality with (3), we obtain the following facts. 
.. i,)>_O"
for all r, il < ... < i,, j'~ <... < i,, det A \. ..... j. _ We pointed out earlier Wilkinson's result which gives quantitative information in the positive definite case as to when the unit roundoff is small enough to make the error analysis applicable. A correspondingly informative statement in the totally positive case seems impossible since the property of being totally positive is much more delicate than that of being positive definite. The limit relation (4) can certainly be quantified in terms of the nonzero minors of A. But the result is neither pretty nor, we think, very useful since one is not likely to know, in practice, (lower bounds for) these minors. At the same time, the property on which our error analysis is based, i.e., the nonnegativity of the computed triangular factors, is easily monitored during the calculation.
Proposition 2. I[ A is totally positive and invertible, then A has a [actorization A =LU into a unit lower triangular matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U. Further, [or i >i, lii~O with equality i[ and only i/apq----0 [or p >=i, q<_i. Also, [or i < j, uii ~ 0 with equality i] and only i/apq-----0 [or p <--i, q >= ~. Proo[.
Cryer [2, 3] has investigated the triangular factorization of totally positive matrices. Among his results is the remarkable fact that a matrix A is totally positive iff A =LU for a totally positive lower triangular L and a totally positive upper triangular U, regardless of whether or not A is invertible. Consider the problem of interpolating to a given function g at the points ~1 <... < ~,~ by elements of $~,t. This leads to the linear system 
according to the Schoenberg-Whitney theorem (see [t ] for a simple proof).
Assume (9) kuJN](~,)l, alli, i, 
(tt)
provided k u --< 0.01. We stress the fact that this bound does not depend on n.
Similar results hold for the more general spline interpolation problem when a is to be determined so that 
with (9i)~ the B-splines of some order r and for some knot sequence (vi)~ +'. For, the coefficient matrix in (t2) is again banded, and is totally positive by Karlin's result and the Cauchy-Binet formula for the minors of a product. In particular, such results hold for least-squares approximation by splines.
Finally, we note that totally positive matrices arise in other interpolation processes, such as interpolation or least squares approximation by polynomials on [0, a], by exponential sums and by certain rational functions. In particular, the Hilbert matrix is totally positive.
